Abstract. We study semigroups of bounded operators on a Banach space such that the members of the semigroup are continuous with respect to various weak topologies and we give sufficient conditions for the generator of the semigroup to be closed with respect to the topologies involved. The proofs of these results use the Laplace transforms of the semigroup. Thus we first give sufficient conditions for Pettis integrability of vector valued functions with respect to scalar measures.
Motivation
The motivation for this article comes from the area of quantum Markov semigroups (QMSs) and the well known problem of describing the form of the generator of a general QMS. A semigroup on a Banach space X is a family (T t ) t≥0 of bounded operators on X satisfying T 0 = 1 and T t T s = T t+s for t, s ≥ 0.
A QMS on a von Neumann algebra M is a semigroup (T t ) t≥0 on M such that each T t is completely positive, σ-weakly-σ-weakly continuous, and satisfies T t (1) = 1, and the map t → T t A is σ-weakly continuous for each A ∈ M. This definition was finalized in 1976 by Lindblad [17] who was able to describe the form of the generator of the semigroup in the case that the von Neumann algebra M is semifinite and the map t → T t is norm continuous. Such semigroups are called uniformly continuous. Lindblad proved that for such QMSs the generator L has the form L(A) = φ(A) + G * A + AG for all A ∈ M, where G ∈ M and φ is a σ-weakly-σ-weakly continuous and completely positive map on M.
Then by a result of Stinespring [21] , every completely positive map φ can be written in the form φ(A) = V * π(A)V , where π : M → B(K) is a * -representation of M into the algebra B(K) of all bounded linear operators on a Hilbert space K and V is a bounded linear operator from H to K (where H is the Hilbert space on which M acts). Moreover the σ-weak-σ-weak continuity of φ implies σ-weak-σ-weak continuity of π. Finally by a result of Kraus [15] every σ-weakly-σ-weakly The article is part of the second author's Ph.D. thesis which is prepared at the University of South Carolina under the supervision of the first author.
(1)
x, L(A)y H = V x, π(A)V y K + x, GAy H + GA * x, y H for all A ∈ A and x, y ∈ U, where Gx = L(|x e|)e − 1 2 e, L(|e e|)e x, for all x ∈ U.
This result is the analogue of the result of Lindblad [17] without incorporating Kraus' result.
Equation (1) is an equality of bilinear forms on U . This equation can be turned into an equation of operators as follows: Assume that (2) ∀x ∈ U, ∃C x > 0 such that | x, L(|y e|)e | ≤ C x y for all y ∈ U.
Then notice that (i) U is a subset of the domain Dom(G * ) of G * , and
(ii) for every y ∈ U and A ∈ A we have that π(A)V y ∈ Dom(V * ).
Indeed, if we fix x ∈ U , then for any y ∈ U , we have | x, Gy | = | x, L(|y e|)e − 1 2 e, L(|e e|)e x, y | ≤ C x y + 1 2 | e, L(|e e|)e | x y = C x + 1 2 | e, L(|e e|)e | x y .
(3) x, L(A)y H = x, (V * π(A)V + GA + AG * ) y H for all A ∈ A and x, y ∈ U.
If we further assume that (4) the linear subspace U is dense in H then Equation (3) can be equivalently written as (5) L(A)y = (V * π(A)V + GA + AG * ) y for all A ∈ A and y ∈ U.
Thus, under assumptions (2) and (4) the equality (1) of sesquilinear forms becomes equality (5) of operators.
The operators V : U → H and G : U → K and their adjoints that appear in (5) are not necessarily bounded. Let L(U ) denote the set of all (not necessarily bounded) linear operators on H whose domains contain the linear subspace U of H. In order to prove that the * -representation π which appears in (5) is continuous with respect to some topologies one needs to show that the
is closed with respect to appropriate topologies. Given a QMS (T t ) t≥0 , the topologies with respect to which each map T t is continuous, are the same as the topologies used for the closedness of the map ϕ defined in (6) . Even though for a general QMS it is assumed that every T t is σ-weakly-σ-weakly continuous, the σ-weak topology can not be naturally defined in the set L(U ) of generally unbounded operators (which contains the range of the map ϕ). On the other hand, a natural topology on the space L(U ) of linear operators whose domain contains the dense linear subspace U , is the weak operator topology on U , which can be denoted by W OT (U ) and it is the locally convex topology generated by the family of seminorms (p x,y ) x,y∈U where, for x, y ∈ U and T ∈ L(U ), we define p x,y (T ) = | x, T y |. If H is a Hilbert space and U is a linear subspace of H then the W OT (U ) topology on B(H) is the σ(B(H), F U ) topology where F U is the linear span of the set {|x y| : x, y ∈ U } which consists of rank-1 operators. The set F U is considered as a subset of B(H) * but since it consists of finite rank operators we can consider it as a subset of the trace class operators L 1 (H) which acts on B(H) by trace duality. It can be easily proved that the assumption (4) is equivalent to the fact that F U is dense in L 1 (H) hence if F U denotes the closure of F U in B(H) * then the σ(B(H), F U ) topology is the σ-weak topology on B(H).
In this article we study semigroups on a Banach space X such that each member of the semigroup is σ(X, F )-σ(X, F ) continuous where F is a linear subspace of X * , and we prove that the generator of the semigroup is closed with respect to these topologies. The main results of the article are Theorems 3.8 and 3.10 and Corollary 3.11 which give sufficient conditions for the generator of a semigroup to be closed with respect to various weak topologies. The main tools for proving these results are Theorems 2.7 and 2.9 which provide sufficient conditions for a normed space valued function to be Pettis integrable.
Sufficient conditions for Pettis integrability
In this section we first recall Pettis integrability of normed space valued functions as in [7] . The main results of the section are Theorems 2.7 and 2.9 which give sufficient conditions for a function to be Pettis integrable. These theorems are similar to results in [16] .
Definition 2.1. Let (Ω, Σ, µ) be a measure space. Let X be a normed space and let F be a linear
Proposition 2.2. Let (Ω, Σ, µ) be a measure space. Let X be a Banach space and F be a norm closed subspace of X * . If f : Ω → X is F -Dunford integrable then for any E ∈ Σ, there exists
Proof. Let E ∈ Σ and define T :
We first show that T is closed so let a sequence (η n ) n∈N ⊆ F such that η n → η for some η ∈ F (with respect to the norm of F ), and
for almost every t ∈ Ω. On the other hand, since η n → η in norm we have that
for all E ∈ Σ then f is said to be an F-Pettis integrable function with X-valued integrals and we write
When the measure µ is understood then we do not have to specify which measure is considered for Dunford and Pettis integrability. Otherwise, we will specify the measure with respect to which the Dunford or Pettis integrability is concerned.
At first it may seem redundant that for an F -Pettis integrable function f we specify that it has X-valued integrals. This detail is important when we allow X to be non-complete as it can be seen in Theorems 2.7 and 3.10 and Corollary 3.11. If X is complete then we do not insist on mentioning the fact that the integrals are in X (since there is no superspace of X to cause confusion about the containment of the integrals). In this case we simply say "f is an F -Pettis integrable function".
It is worth noting that if a Banach space X has a predual, say X * , and F = X * then FDunford integrability automatically implies F -Pettis integrability because, by Proposition 2.2, the
One way to determine if a Banach space X has a predual is the following result.
Proposition 2.5. Let X be a Banach space and let F be a linear subspace of X * . If the σ(F, X)
closure of every convex subset of F is equal to its norm closure then F * = X.
Proof. Let B ∈ F * . We want to show that B is σ(F, X) continuous. Suppose this is not the case.
Then there exists a net (η i ) i∈I ⊆ F and η ∈ F such that η i → η in the σ(F, X) topology but B(η i )
does not converge to B(η). Thus there exists ǫ > 0 so that for every α ∈ I there exists β ≥ α such
So we can define a subnet (B(η j )) j∈J such that B(η j ) / ∈ O for all j ∈ J. Since,
and {j ∈ J : B(η j ) ∈ O c } is a final set which can be written as a union of four sets, at least one of these four sets is a final set. Thus there exists a closed "half" plane H of C such that
Hence, there exists a sequence
and B(η j ) ∈ H for all j ∈ J k so j∈J k α k,j B(η j ) ∈ H as a convex combination of the elements
H is closed which is a contradiction. So we must have that B is σ(F, X) continuous and therefore
Definition 2.6. Let X be a normed space and let F be a subspace of X * which separates points in X (thus the σ(X, F ) topology on X is Hausdorff). We say the pair (X, F ) satisfies the KreinSmulian Property if the σ(X, F ) closure of the convex hull of any norm-bounded σ(X, F ) compact
The previous definition is motivated by the classical Krein-Smulian Theorem which states that for any Banach space X, the pair (X, X * ) satisfies the Krein-Smulian property. The next result strengthens Proposition 2.5.18 of [3] .
Theorem 2.7. Let X be a normed space and let F be a norming linear subspace of X * such that (X, F ) satisfies the Krein-Smulian property. Suppose (Ω, τ ) is a topological space, Σ is the Borel σ-algebra generated by τ and µ :
(hence X is a Banach space), and f : Ω → X ⊆ X be a function such that η • f is continuous for all
, which is bounded on compact sets, and satisfies f (t) ≤ g(t)
for µ-almost all t ∈ Ω then f is an F -Pettis integrable function with X-valued integrals.
In order to show f is in fact an X-valued F -Pettis integrable function it suffices to prove B E is σ(F, X)-continuous. For the proof of this fact we separate two cases.
In the first case we assume that the measure µ has compact support R. We need to define the Mackey topology on F , which we'll denote by τ (F, X). The Mackey topology τ (F, X) is the weakest topology on F defined by the seminorms
The Mackey topology τ (F, X) is stronger than the weak topology σ(F, X), and by the Mackey-Arens theorem, (see [19, pg. 131] ), τ (F, X) is the strongest topology on F such that the set of continuous functionals on (F, τ (F, X)) is equal to X.
i∈I is a cover of R by open sets. Since R is compact we obtain a finite subcover (f −1 (U i )) i∈J (for some finite subset J of I) of R. Thus (U i ) i∈J is a finite
It is easy to enlarge the set f (R) and produce a circled σ(X, F ) compact subset of X. Indeed let S be the unit circle in C and let ψ : S × X → X defined by ψ(γ, x) = γx. Obviously ψ is continuous when S is equipped with its relative topology of the complex numbers and X is equipped with
The set ψ(S × f (R)) may not be convex but we can enlarge it to produce a convex, circled, and σ(X, F )-compact subset of X. Indeed, since (X, F ) has the Krein-Smulian property, we have that
Obviously K 0 is also circled and convex.
For η ∈ F ,
Hence, B E is τ (F, X)-continuous and thus, by the Mackey-Arens Theorem, B E is σ(F, X)-continuous.
Therefore B E ∈ X ⊆ X.
In the second case suppose that µ does not have compact support. Since µ is σ-compact, there exists an increasing sequence of compact sets R n such that R n ր Ω. Then, for each n ∈ N, there exists B n ∈ X such that
For η ∈ F we have that
Thus, for n, m ∈ N with m < n,
Hence, since F norms X,
(Ω). Thus, (B n ) n∈N is Cauchy in X and therefore there exists B ∈ X such that B n → B, hence η(B n ) → η(B) for all η ∈ F (obviously η extends continuously to B ∈ X).
Note also that by (7) and the fact that g ∈ L 1 (Ω),
Thus, B E (η) = η(B) for all η ∈ F and therefore B E ∈ X.
In [11] equivalent conditions are given for the Krein-Smulian property for real Banach spaces.
There are many papers in the literature discussing this property, for example, in [4] , it is proven that if X is a real Banach space which does not contain a copy of ℓ 1 [0, 1] and F is a norming subset of the unit ball of X * , then (X, F ) has the Krein-Smulian property.
Next, we look at another sufficient condition for a Banach space valued function to be F -Pettis integrable. We begin with the definition of a Mazur space which was introduced in [22] . There are several papers in the literature that study implications of the fact that the dual X * of a Banach space X is a Mazur space with respect to the weak * topology to the Pettis integrability of X-valued functions. See for example [9] , [13] , and [20] . In the next result rather than considering the weak * topology on X * we consider the σ(F, X) topology on a linear subspace F of X * .
Theorem 2.9. Let X be a Banach space and let F be a linear subspace of X * which separates points in X such that (F, σ(F, X)) is a Mazur space. Let (Ω, Σ, µ) be a measure space. If f : Ω → X is F -measurable and f (t) ≤ g(t) for µ-almost all t ∈ Ω for some g ∈ L 1 (Ω) then f is an F -Pettis integrable function.
Proof. Let E ∈ Σ. Since f is F -measurable and f (t) ≤ g(t) for µ-almost all t ∈ Ω and g ∈ L 1 (Ω),
by Proposition 2.3 there exists B E ∈ F * such that
Next we verify that B E is σ(F, X) sequentially continuous on F . Let (η n ) n∈N be a sequence in F such that η n → η in the σ(F, X) topology, for some η ∈ F . By the Uniform Boundedness Principle
for all t ∈ Ω. Then we have that |η n • f (t)| ≤ M g(t) for µ-almost all t ∈ Ω and g ∈ L 1 (Ω) so, by the Dominated Convergence Theorem, we have that with the σ(F, X) topology is metrizable so sequential σ(F, X) continuity and σ(F, X) continuity are equivalent on Ba(F ). Thus φ restricted to Ba(F ) is σ(F, X) continuous.
Corollary 2.11. Let X be a separable Banach space and let F be a norm-closed subspace of X * . If
(Ω, Σ, µ) is a measure space, f : Ω → X is F -measurable, and
Proof. Follows immediately from Theorem 2.9 and Proposition 2.10.
The next result will be used in Section 2 (in the proof of Lemma 3.7).
Proposition 2.12. Let X be a normed space, F be a linear subspace of X * which separates points in X (thus σ(X, F ) is a Hausdorff topology), f be an X-valued F -Pettis integrable function, and let T : X → X be a σ(X, F ) − σ(X, F ) continuous linear operator. Then T • f is an F -Pettis integrable function with X-valued integrals and
Proof. Let E ∈ Σ. Since f is an X-valued F -Pettis integrable function, there exists
Since F is a linear subspace of X * and T is σ(X, F ) − σ(X, F ) continuous we have that η • T ∈ F for all η ∈ F . Thus
i.e.,
Hence T • f is F -Pettis integrable and
Applications to σ(X, F )-continuous Semigroups
In this section we introduce the notion of σ(X, F )-semigroups and we give sufficient conditions which imply that the generator of a σ(X, F )-semigroup acting on a Banach space X is σ(X, F ) − σ(X, F ) closed. The main results of the section are Theorems 3.8 and 3.10 and Corollary 3.11. (ii) T t+s = T t T s for all s, t ≥ 0.
Let F be a subset of X * which separates points in X (thus the σ(X, F ) topology on X is Hausdorff).
We say that a semigroup
We say a semigroup (T t ) t≥0 is σ(X, F ) continous at zero if for all η ∈ F and for all A ∈ X we have that if t ց 0 then η(T t A) → η(A). We say that the semigroup is σ(X, F ) continuous if for all η ∈ F and for all A ∈ X we have that if t → s for some s ≥ 0 (while t stays non-negative as well) then η(T t A) → η(T s A). A semigroup is said to be exponentially bounded if there exists M ≥ 1 and ω ∈ R such that T t ≤ M e ωt for all t ≥ 0.
Remark 3.2. Let X be a normed space and F be a linear subspace of X * which separates points in X. If (T t ) t≥0 is a σ(X, F )-semigroup on X then the family of adjoint maps (T * t ) t≥0 with T * t : F → F is defined by T * t (η) = η • T t for all η ∈ F . It is easy to check that T * t is σ(F, X)− σ(F, X) continuous for all t ≥ 0. Further, if for any fixed A ∈ X, the map t → T t A is F -Dunford integrable then for fixed η ∈ F , the map t → T *
If not, we can find a sequence (t n ) n∈N ⊂ [0, ∞) such that t n ց 0 but T tn A → ∞. For η ∈ F we have that η(T tn A) → η(A) so {|η(T tn A)| : n ∈ N} is bounded for all η ∈ F so, by the uniform boundedness principle and the assumption that F 2 norms X, { T tn A : n ∈ N} is bounded contradicting the fact that T tn A → ∞. So, let δ A > 0 such that M = sup C A < ∞.
We now claim that for all A ∈ X, sup { T t A : 0 ≤ t ≤ 1} < ∞. Indeed, for any t ∈ [0, 1], we have that t = nδ A + ǫ for some integer n such that 0 ≤ n ≤ ⌊δ −1 A ⌋ and 0 ≤ ǫ < δ A . Then
A ⌋ M } so we have that sup{ T t A : t ∈ [0, 1]} < ∞. By the uniform boundedness principle we obtain that M = sup{ T t : t ∈ [0, 1]} < ∞. Let t ∈ [0, ∞). Then t = n + ǫ for some n ∈ N and 0 ≤ ǫ < 1. Then
where ω = ln T 1 . Therefore we have that (T t ) t≥0 is exponentially bounded.
Definition 3.4. Let X be a normed space, F be a subspace of X * which separates points in X, and (T t ) t≥0 be a semigroup on X which is σ(X, F ) continuous at 0. The generator of (T t ) t≥0 is defined as the linear operator L on X, whose domain D(L) consists of those A ∈ X for which there exists an element B ∈ X with the property that
Remark 3.5. Let X be a normed space and F, F 1 , F 2 be subspaces of X * which separate points in X. Let (T t ) t≥0 be a semigroup on X which is σ(X, F ) continuous at 0, let L be its generator, and D(L) be the domain of L. Suppose there exists ω ∈ R such that for every λ ∈ C with ℜλ > ω we have that λ belongs to the resolvent of L and moreover the bounded linear operator (λ − L)
Proof. In order to show that L is σ(X, F 2 ) − σ(X, F 1 ) closed we fix ω ∈ R as given in the statement and λ ∈ C with ℜλ > ω and we show that
is a net which converges to some element A ∈ X in the σ(X, F 2 ) topology and ((λ − L)(A γ )) γ converges in the σ(X, F 1 ) topology to some element B ∈ X. Since (λ − L)
Lemma 3.6. Let X be a Banach space. Suppose that F is a norm-closed subspace of X * which is a norming set for X and assume that (F, σ(F, X)) and (X, σ(X, F )) are Mazur spaces. Further, suppose (T t ) t≥0 is a σ(X, F )-semigroup on X which is exponentially bounded and for all A ∈ X, the map t → T t A is F -measurable with respect to the Borel σ-algebra. Then there exists ω ∈ R such that for all λ ∈ C with ℜλ > ω the map [0, ∞) ∋ t → e −λt T t A is F -Pettis integrable (with respect to the Lebesgue measure on [0, ∞)) for all A ∈ X and if R(λ) : X → X is defined by
Proof. Let real numbers M and ω be such that
) is a Mazur space, and
we obtain, by Theorem 2.9, that for all A ∈ X the function t → e −(ℜλ)t T t A is an F -Pettis integrable function (with respect to the Lebesgue measure). Thus for all A ∈ X, there exists x A ∈ X such that
Define R(λ) : X → X by R(λ)A = x A . In order to show that R(λ) is bounded notice that for
So R(λ) is bounded. Lastly, in order to show that R(λ) is σ(X, F ) − σ(X, F ) continuous we need to show that η • R(λ) ∈ F for all η ∈ F . By (9) we have that for η ∈ F ,
Since F is a Banach space, (X, σ(X, F )) is a Mazur space, t → e −λt T * t (η) is X-measurable by Remark 3.2 and bounded by an L 1 [0, ∞) function, we have by Theorem 2.9 that t → e −λt T * t η is an F -valued X-Pettis integrable function (with respect to the Lebesgue measure on [0, ∞)) for all η ∈ F . Thus for all η ∈ F there exists ψ η ∈ F so that
Combining with (10) we obtain
The conclusion of Lemma 3.6 states that the Laplace transform of the semigroup is a bounded operator which is continuous with respect to the same topologies as each member of the semigroup family. This conclusion becomes an assumption of the next lemma.
Lemma 3.7. Let X be a Banach space and let F be a linear subspace of X * which is norming for X. Assume that (T t ) t≥0 is a σ(X, F )-semigroup on X which is σ(X, F ) continuous at zero such that there exists ω ∈ R such that for all λ ∈ C with ℜλ > ω the map [0, ∞) ∋ t → e −λt T t A is F -Pettis integrable (with respect to the Lebesgue measure on [0, ∞)) for all A ∈ X. Define
Then all such λ belong to the resolvent of the generator L of the semigroup (T t ) t≥0 and moreover
Proof. Let η ∈ F , A ∈ X, and λ ∈ C with ℜλ > ω. Since R(λ)A = (P ) − ∞ 0 e −λt T t Adt for all A ∈ X we have that
Since T t is σ(X, F )-σ(X, F ) continuous and F is a linear subspace of X * which is norming for X, by Proposition 2.12, we have that R(λ)T t A = T t R(λ)A. Thus,
and, since (T t ) t≥0 is σ(X, F ) continuous at 0,
So, if L denotes the generator of the semigroup (T t ) t≥0 and D(L) denotes its domain, then R(λ)A ∈ D(L) for all A ∈ X and η((λ−L)R(λ)A) = η(A) for all A ∈ X and all η ∈ F . Since F is norming for
X we obtain that (λ−L)R(λ)A = A for all A ∈ X. Since T t and R(λ) commute, we obtain similarly
Theorem 3.8. Let X be a Banach space and let F be a norm closed subspace of X * which is a norming set for X. Assume that (F, σ(F, X)) as well as (X, σ(X, F )) are Mazur spaces. Let (T t ) t≥0
be a σ(X, F )-semigroup which is σ(X, F ) continuous at zero. Then the generator, L, of (T t ) t≥0 is
Proof. By Lemma 3.3, (T t ) t≥0 is exponentially bounded.
Further, fix A ∈ X and η ∈ F and notice that if t ց s we have
is right-continuous and so Borel measurable. Hence, by Lemma 3.6, there exists ω ∈ R such that for all λ ∈ C with ℜλ > ω there exists a bounded linear operator R(λ) : X → X which is σ(X, F ) − σ(X, F ) continuous and satisfies Equation (8) . Therefore by Lemma 3.7 we obtain that R(λ) = (λ − L) −1 for all such λ. Thus all λ ∈ C with ℜλ > ω belong to the resolvent of L and for all such λ we have that (λ − L) −1 is σ(X, F ) − σ(X, F ) continuous. Hence by Remark 3.5 we obtain that L is σ(X, F ) − σ(X, F ) closed.
We also have an analogous result when we replace the property of Mazur with the Krein-Smulian property. First, we will need a lemma.
Lemma 3.9. Let X be a Banach space and F be a linear (not necessarily closed) subspace of X * which is norming for X. Assume that (X, F ) and (F, X) satisfy the Krein-Smulian property. Let (T t ) t≥0 be an σ(X, F )-semigroup on X which is σ(X, F ) continuous. Then there exists ω ∈ R such that for all λ ∈ C with ℜλ > ω the map [0, ∞) ∋ t → e −λt T t A is F -Pettis integrable for all A ∈ X and if we define
continuous for all such λ where F is the closure of F inside X * .
Proof. First, by Lemma 3.3, we obtain that (T t ) t≥0 is exponentially bounded. Thus there exists M ≥ 1 and ω ∈ R such that T t ≤ M e ωt for all t ≥ 0. Then we fix λ ∈ C with ℜλ > ω and A ∈ X.
We claim that the function [0, ∞) ∋ t → e −λt T t A is an X-valued F -Pettis integrable function with respect to Lebesgue measure. Indeed we have that e
Also, since t → T t A is σ(X, F ) continuous, it is F -measurable with respect to the Borel σ-algebra of [0, ∞). Finally (X, F ) satisfies the Krein-Smulian property. Thus by Theorem 2.7, t → e −λt T t A is an F -Pettis integrable function with respect to the Lebesgue measure. So, there exists x A ∈ X such that
Next notice that R(λ) : X → X is bounded since for A ∈ X we have
Next, we show that R(λ) is σ(X, F ) − σ(X, F ) continuous where F is the closure of F inside X * .
Fix η ∈ F . We need to show that η • R(λ) ∈ F . First, notice that
Observe that f takes values in F since F is a linear subspace of X * and (T t ) t≥0 is a σ(X, F )-semigroup. Since (F, X) has the Krein-Smulian property we obtain by Theorem 2.7 that f is an X-Pettis integrable function with integrals in F i.e. there exists γ ∈ F so that
That is,
Hence η • R(λ) = γ ∈ F and therefore R(λ) is σ(X, F ) − σ(X, F ) continuous.
The following result strengthens Proposition 3.1.4 of [3] .
Theorem 3.10. Let X be a Banach space and F be a linear (not necessarily closed) subspace of X * which is norming for X. Assume that (X, F ) and (F, X) satisfy the Krein-Smulian property.
Let (T t ) t≥0 be an σ(X, F )-semigroup on X which is σ(X, F )-continuous. Then the generator L :
Proof. First, by Lemma 3.3, we obtain that (T t ) t≥0 is exponentially bounded. Thus there exists M ≥ 1 and ω ∈ R such that T t ≤ M e ωt for all t ≥ 0. By Lemma 3.9, the map [0, ∞) ∋ t → e −λt T t A is F -Pettis integrable for all A ∈ X and if we define
all λ ∈ C with ℜλ > ω belong to the resolvent of L and for all such λ we have that
We can apply the previous theorem to a quantum Markov semigroup (T t ) t≥0 where each T t is WOT-WOT continuous, that is, σ(B(H), F ) continuous where F is the space of finite rank operators on H. In doing so we obtain the following result.
Corollary 3.11. Let H be a Hilbert space and (T t ) t≥0 be a WOT-semigroup on B(H) which is WOT continuous at 0. Then its generator is WOT-σ-weakly closed. In particular, the generator of any quantum Markov WOT-semigroup is WOT-σ-weakly closed.
Proof. Let X be B(H) and F be the space of finite rank operators as a linear subspace of B(H) * .
Then (X, F ) satisfies the Krein-Smulian Property since the σ(X, F ) topology is the WOT topology A similar result to Corollary 3.11 can be stated when the WOT topology is replaced by the WOT(U) topology for some dense subspace U of H.
The assumption that the quantum Markov semigroup be a WOT-semigroup is true for many examples. We will look at two of them now. The first is a basic example which gives a way to produce a QMS from a classical semigroup.
Example 3.12. Let (V t ) t≥0 be a strongly continuous contraction semigroup on a Hilbert space H.
Define T t : B(H) → B(H) by
, for all A ∈ B(H).
It is easy to see that (T t ) t≥0 is a QMS. To show that for a fixed t ≥ 0, T t is WOT-WOT continuous, let (A λ ) λ ⊆ B(H) such that A λ W OT − −−− → A for some A ∈ B(H). Then, for any x, y ∈ H, x, T t A λ y = x, V t A λ V * t y = V * t x, A λ V * t y → V * t x, AV * t y = x, T t Ay .
Therefore (T t ) t≥0 is a WOT-semigroup.
The next example is given in [2] and similar examples where produced in [10] and [18] . h, T t (A λ )g = h, ω(A λ )E t g + h, V t A λ V * t g = f, A λ f h, E t g + V * t h, A λ V * t g → f, Af h, E t g + V * t h, AV * t g = h, T t (A)g . Therefore T t is WOT-WOT continuous.
